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AORUS FI32Q
Get Tactical on A Bigger Screen!

AORUS Tactical Features
OSD Sidekick, ANC for Console (ANC 2.0), Black Equalizer , Aim Stabilizer Sync, GameAssist, etc.

QHD, 8-bit with 94% DCI-P3 
Detailed color presentation in wide color gamut 

Super Speed IPS with OC 170Hz & 1ms GTG
Vivid color representation with high refresh rate

VESA DisplayHDR 400 & HLG
High dynamic luminosity



165Hz (OC 170Hz)
Super Speed IPS, Super Responsive

Craving for high refresh rate but sacrifice for the picture quality? Wonder why you only get to choose 

one?! The thing is you can actually have them both now! The Super Speed IPS panel offering the 

advanced high speed of 165Hz (OC 170Hz), giving you the most fluid game feel without sacrificing 

viewing angles or color accuracy! 



94% DCI-P3 & 1ms GTG
Super Wide Color Gamut, Super Quick Response Time!

AORUS FI32Q Gaming monitor is a 8-bit display with 
94% of DCI-P3 color space, offering the richer variety of 

color graduations and greater accuracy. 

On top of awesome color representation, 
it uses Super Speed IPS panel, not only for the splendid 

color IPS offering but the advanced speed 
1ms GTG response time!
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With the help of Six Axis Control, you get to control six colors (red, green, blue, cyan, magenta, and 
yellow) individually. You can adjust the monitor to specific color profiles, this allows you to more 
accurately display the color gamut on the monitor. 

6 Axis Color Control
Higher Level of Customized Color Adjustment



Audiophile Sound System
High-End Design Embedded for Pure, Resonating Sound

ESS SABRE adopts the concept of a high-end audiophile sound 

system design into a micro system on the monitor. It provides a pure 

yet powerful sound, resonating classical orchestral sounds or blasts 

in your virtual warzone. Enjoy the depth of the music and the 

immersive sound profile.



Tactical Features
Help Gamers to Enhance Their Gaming Skills

Customized Crosshair 
You can choose different options and even draw 
your own ones based on different games and use 
hot key function to quickly swap the crosshairs.

Timer & Counter
Onscreen timer keeps the track of elapsed 
game time, and the gaming counter helps you 
to calculate the opponent‘s use of props or any 
counting information!

Aim Stabilizer Sync
Upgraded Aim Stabilizer is able to conduct 
the motion blur reduction and V-Sync 
technology at the same time! Greatly 
improving your FPS aim!

Black Equalizer 

It controls the display to enhance the 
contrast and increases the visibility of the 

dark scene. Perfectly adjust the scene in 
dark area and not getting overexposed 

the bright side.

PiP/PbP

PiP and PBP function allow gamers to view different 
video sources presented in one screen at the same 

time! Effortlessly to watch the game guide while 
playing games, your little secret to beat others!

Dashboard
It shows you real-time critical hardware information. 

The coolest thing is that it won’t be blocked by any 
game, the display information can be customized. 



ANC for Console
Noise Cancellation without Headsets on!

The output is up to 120dB Signal-to-Noise ratio playback quality, and support up to 600ohm(Ω) headset, 

which provides the industry’s highest level of monitor audio features and technologies. The latest 

upgrade is that gamers no longer need to plug in headphones, more freely to enjoy Active Noise 

Cancelling - premium audio without headset on!

With Headset Without Headset



HDR Mode
3 HDR Modes to Choose from, Even Make Your Own HDR Settings!

Now we offer not only HDR400 but also HDR Game and HDR movie, you can even create your settings! 

Besides, FI32Q supports HLG (Hybrid Log-Gamma), allowing users to truly enjoy the content originally 

created by broadcasting platform such as BBC iPlayer, NHK TV etc.

HDR 400 MODE GAME MODE MOVIE MODE



Eagle Eye
Zoom-In Up to 4.0x, Aiming Won’t Be A Problem No More!   

With 3 sizes (small, medium and large) to choose from and 4 ratios (1.5x, 2.0x, 3.0x and 4.0x) to zoom in, 

GIGABYTE’s Eagle Eye can truly equip you with the finest weapon to beat your enemies! While others are 

struggling with the clarity of the target, only you get to see all those hidden enemies! Having hard time 

aiming at the target? GIGABYTE’s eagle eye is the answer to your question!



Type C with 18W PD
Freely Control your Devices by One Set of Keyboard and Mouse!

KVM feature allows you to control multiple devices via one set of keyboard, video and mouse! It’s even 

cross-platform friendly, no matter what type of OS your systems is, we all support! Just imagine you can 

play your mobile game on a bigger screen and have your phone charged at the same time, how 

convenient and fantastic!

18W

TYPE C



OSD Sidekick
Easiest Way to Do Monitor Settings

The exclusive AORUS OSD Sidekick allows you to set the display options with keyboard and mouse. 

AORUS now offers the exclusive Auto-Update, greatly saves your time and trouble! Not only easily for 

monitor setting but real-time up-to-date gaming experience AORUS keeps on developing for gamers!



Ergonomic Design with Built-in Power
No Hassle, No Compromise!

Pivot：+90
∘

Swivel：-20
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∘
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∘

The AORUS FI32Q Tactical Gaming monitor offers full functional stand that you can freely adjust the 

monitor to any angle you desire. Moreover, the built-in power board design makes it no hassle to 

move the monitor, you are the one to define your own battlefield!



Eye Safe®
Low Blue Light Without Compromising the Color Quality 

While Common software solutions adjust the blue light by shifting your screen to warmer hues, 

FI32Q is certified by TÜV Rheinland and Eyesafe® association to meet the standard for color balance 

and blue light reduction; it’s the blue light solution recommended by the Vision Health Advisory 

Board. Reducing high-energy blue light while maintaining color performance and luminance! 

SOFTWARE EYESAFE® 



AORUS FI32Q
Key Product Feature

Panel Spec
• 31.5” QHD with SS IPS
• 165Hz (OC 170Hz) & 1ms GTG
• HBR3, 94% DCI-P3 & DisplayHDR400 & HLG
• FreeSync Premium Pro* & G-SYNC Compatible*

Tactical Feature
• ANC For Console (ANC 2.0) 
• Aim Stabilizer Sync
• Black Equalizer 1.0 & Eagle Eye
• GameAssist, Dashboard, OSD Sidekick

Human Interface
• Eye Safe (Low Blue Light)
• Flicker-Free & Ergonomic Design
• USB Charger, Power Board Build-in



FI32Q
Spec.

Panel Size(diagonal) 31.5” SS IPS
Display Viewing Area(HxV) (mm) 698.112*392.688(mm)
Panel Backlight/ Type Edge
Display Surface(non-glare/ glare) Non-glare type
Color Saturation 94% DCI-P3/120% sRGB
True Resolution 2560 x 1440 (QHD)
Pixel Pitch (mm) 0.273(H) x 0.273(V)
Brightness (Max.) 350 cd/m2 (TYP)
Contrast Ratio (Max.) 1000:1
Viewing Angle 178°(H)/178°(V)
Display Colors 8 bits
Response Time 1ms GTG
Refresh Rate (Max.) 165Hz (OC 170Hz)
Flicker-free ●

Input

Output

Signal Input
HDMI 2.0 x2

Display port 1.4 x1
Earphone Jack ● (USB Audio ESS)

USB port(s)
USB 3.0 x2

USB Type C x1 (18W)

Power
Power Consumption 110W(Max)
Power Saving Mode / Off Mode 0.5W / 0.3W
Voltage AC 100V~240V

Mechanical 

Design

Tilt(angle) -5∘~+21∘
Swivel(angle) -20∘~+20∘
Pivot(angle/direction) +90∘
Height Adjustment (mm) 130mm
VESA Wall Mounting(mm) 100*100mm

Security Kensington lock ●

Dimension

Phys. Dimension with Stand (WxHxD) (mm) 717.6*598.3*283mm

Phys. Dimension w/o stand (WxHxD) (mm) 717.6*424.3*71.3mm

Box Dimension (WxHxD) (mm) 1000*585*198

Weight
Net Weight (Esti.) kg 10.8 kg
Gross Weight (Esti.) 15.2 kg

Accessories Power cable/HDMI cable/DP cable/USB cable/CD/QSG/Warrant card

Display



Thanks!


